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SUMMER||

The time of year we all love; Tan lines and stopping for ice cream
instead of just a coffee, the time of year we can bring the best in
ourselves as riders and apply it to the tarmac - it’s Summer!
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Whether you’re an enthusiastic cyclist, a commuter or The sunshine makes cycling much more enjoyable
just the occasional leisure cyclist - no matter your story and much easier, especially when it allows you to
we can all agree; sunshine rides are hard to beat!
venture further a field and see more than just your
local area.
For the keen rider; that feeling of accomplishment after
a long hard winter slog, fed up with wet and cold
Theres also a lot less washing that needs to be done
training sessions, moving through fitness levels during and mess to be cleaned. In this Summer edition of
Spring and after being left with broken promises of
Seasonz, we will be taking you through all things
warmer weather; knowing you’ve put in the work and Summer cycling within Swindon!
grind over the previous 6 months all leading to this
moment. It’s a stunning moment getting ready From local cafe’s we think you should visit, to
pulling on the summer kit looking out to the blue skies, exciting new facilities coming to the area and
filling up two bottles because, well one just won’t cut almost everything in-between, we hope you have a
it!
good read through and some of these articles can
help to inform, educate and even inspire you to get
Missing the sunny rides can do odd things to a cyclist those pedals turning this Summer!
for example - Craving that thirst-quenching moment
of taking in fluids after being out on a hilly ride #SeasonzMagazine
we’re odd but it makes sense!
#ForEveryCyclist #TheCuratedCollection
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Something Exciting is Coming !
Something exciting is happening at the end of this year - Swindon
will have a new cycling, football
and wellbeing hub!
Yet to be given its oﬃcial name, the multisport and recreation hub
has been years in the making and work on its construction is now
underway at the site in Moredon. Swindon Borough Council are
the Project Managers and Central Swindon Parish Council the
preferred operator when the build is
completed.
The Moredon hub will be the location for a closed-circuit, flood-lit
cycling track providing 1.2km of safe, traﬃc-free ‘road-style’ cycling,
along with a new BMX pump track and a cyclo-cross course. It is
intended that this will be the new base for Swindon’s ‘learn to ride’
and ‘cycle confidence’ sessions, along with disability and school
groups.

There will be plenty of space for community and sports groups, too,
with the construction of a new pavilion containing a café, club room,
changing facilities and gym. In addition to cycling, the Moredon hub
will provide a home for the local football, cricket clubs, and the
existing croquet club.
It is anticipated that the site will be used for a range of activities to
encourage those less active or able to participate in fun activities.
The hub, currently being constructed on the former Moredon golf
course, will focus on grassroots participation and wellbeing, with lots
of chances for people to let oﬀ some steam outdoors. A key
focus is on making this facility accessible for everyone, from young
children on balance bikes to exercise rehabilitation for people with
chronic health conditions.
Plans are in place to ensure the site is well connected to the nearby
National Cycle Network, along with good bus links. Already a
popular dog-walking location, the development will also see
the improvement of local walking, jogging and leisure
routes, promoting year-round public use.
Swindon Cycle Campaign is extremely excited that this
project is happening, after many years of
planning, and are proud to have been involved in
supporting the Project from its inception.

Becky,
Transport
Planner

BOOK NOW!

Our Favourite stops - within a 15 mile radius of Swindon!
The Cafè ride; The Social… Whatever you and your friends call it, we feel as if these
stops are well worth your time! This isn’t a rating, nor is this a paid advertisement simply us doing our community service and giving the information to the cycling
community. These are just among some of our personal favourite stops within the local
areas we feel as if you should know about them!
Hot & Cold drinks served with smiles along with some delicious, some healthy and
some not so healthy, treats with a really friendly atmosphere.
Personal favourite is the Strawberry & Banana smoothie at ‘The Gilbertine Kitchen’,
in Poulton.
Stephen, Stephen_TheCyclist
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Name: The Gilbertine Kitchen
Location: Poulton

Name: Three Tree’s Farm Shop & Cafe
Location: Chiseldon
Name: The Lodge at Lake 13
Location: South Cerney

Name: Lynwood & Co Cafe
Location: Lechlade & Fairford

#SponsorYourself
AVAILABLE NOW | IN STORE

“Lets Go Cycling…”
As if by premonition, in December 2019, my partner
proposed to take up cycling as a hobby in 2020, to help
improve our fitness. The serious let’s-go-cycle-40-miles-forfun (?!) type cycling!
Next thing I knew, we ended up in a bike shop and
suddenly I was ordering a new gravel bike (wait…how
much do they cost?!) and a new helmet (very important!).
And then COVID-19 hit. And weirdly, this was a great
time to learn how to cycle because the roads were empty!
When I say “learn how to cycle” – I knew the basics - I
have a Cycling
Proficiency Certificate from when I was 10 years old! But
there were things I had never done before: drinking from a
water bottle (whilst cycling); learning to use my gears
properly; learning how to cycle up hills more efficiently,
and learning the hard way how not to go over curbs! I also
learnt how to use clipless pedals (curiously named as you
actually clip into the pedals!).
This definitely sounded like a terrible idea because I fall
off my bike enough when I’m not clipped into the thing!
And it took me at least 3 falls (with much swearing and
bruising) to learn the correct balance to stop my bike and
remembering to unclip at the same time! (If you were
driving around during this time, and saw a cyclist falling
over for no reason, it was probably me!)

“Types Of Hills”
After I had somewhat mastered the basics, we
then started our cycling training! This involved
cycling for increasingly longer stretches and
cycling up increasingly silly hills. Honestly I think
it is sheer terror that propels me up!
When they hit 20%+ gradients I sometimes
wonder if it’s not better to go fetch my climbing
kit instead or event the car! Although I am not
sure if steep hills are better than what I refer to as
sneak hills – where the road looks flat, but your
legs would like to inform you otherwise!
After more than a year on my bike, I am still
learning how to be more confident on the road,
learning the etiquette of riding in groups and
learning how to pace longer rides better. It is
questionable whether I am any fitter, because my
partner insists I “fuel properly” (which seems to
mean eating more cake!) but my first major
achievement was my first 100K ride and felt a lot
better!

Watch this space!

Wing,
@little_wingys_life
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Nutrition Basics - by a Specialist
Getting the right nutrition really can boost performance and
recovery from exercise. The amount, type, and timing of the food
or fluids you consume play a part in how well you perform in
training sessions or competitions, no matter what level of ability.

Protein requirements for cyclists is typically 1.2 – 1.6g/kg/bw (approximately 100-120g
a day). This should be split evenly across the day, so think 4 – 6 portions of 20 – 30g of
protein. Great sources of protein include dairy, chicken, pulses, and tofu.

Gain an understanding of how much energy you need to consume. The general guidelines
of 2000 – 2500Kcals per day for women and men respectively is a starting point. Add
in a long ride and you could be easily looking at a 3500Kcal requirement that day.

Fat is an essential part of the diet as a valuable energy source and facilitates the absorption
of fat-soluble nutrients. Fats should make up about 30% of your daily energy needs
(approximately 65 – 100g per day). Aim for quality sources of fat containing
polyunsaturated and Omega fatty acids. Think oily fish, avocados, nuts, and seeds.

Carbs

Carbohydrates are the key source of fuel for exercise. They feed the brain, nervous system,
and muscles, coming into their own when the intensity ramps up. Carbohydrate is an
efficient, fast source of fuel for the body, but is disadvantaged by the relatively small stores
that we can hold. Therefore, keeping them topped up during a ride is key.
Day to day you should aim for a variety of carbohydrate sources that also cover fibre,
vitamin, and mineral needs. Think Brown rice, wholemeal pasta, seeded bread, mixed
pulses, plenty of vegetables and fruit.
To ensure you are fuelled up for a ride consume a carbohydrate rich meal 2 – 3 hours
before setting off. This will vary depending on the person and length of ride, but a good
start would be 1 gram per kilogram of bodyweight (g/kg/bw). For example, a 75kg
individual would consume a meal containing 75g of carbohydrate.
This is the time to have faster digested foods, so think white rice, pasta, potatoes etc.
On the bike it is necessary to fuel up during longer rides lasting >90mins. The body can
process 60 – 90g of carbohydrates per hour if coming from mixed sources.
Eating little and often is best. A banana, handful of pretzels or a gel every 20– 30mins
for example.

Protein

Protein is crucial for growth and repair. Adequate intake is important for health but is
necessary in active people to contribute to a robust body and improvement in performance
over time.

Fat

Hydration

Being adequately hydrated will contribute to performance as it is the means by which the
nutrients move about the body. Just 2% dehydration can lead to a significant decrease in
performance.
Everyone’s fluid needs are different, and it can be useful to try a pre- / post- session
‘weigh-in’ to better determine fluid needs. As a guide 300mL/hour of fluid is the
minimum. On a hot day or hard ride this may increase to 2.5 Litres/hour. In this case,
add electrolytes to water as this will help keep you hydrated and maintain muscle
performance.

Practical Top Tips

1. Homemade snacks can make fuelling on the bike tastier.
There are plenty of recipes online, aim for approximately
20g of carbohydrates per portion.
2. Key opportunities for protein that are often missed are first
thing in the morning with breakfast, and within the first
hour after a ride.
3. Planning and preparation are key. With a little effort up
front, plan your ride and nutrition at the same time.
Eventually it will become second nature and with quality
nutrition, you will notice the difference on the bike.

Gary Buckland MSc SENR, [

TCR Succeeds its Ancestry Line
Product Follow Up

The Advanced pro1 won ‘Performance Bike of The Year’ - awarded by
After our two page feature on the introduction of the Nineth generation
Cycling Plus & Bike Radar. Summing up the range by saying “it’s simply
TCR, which launched in 2020 ahead of the 2021 line up, in our Spring the finest race-bred bike Giant has produced to date. And considering
edition.
Giant’s track record, that’s quite an accolade.” - Bike Radar
The bike has gone down really well with the customer base and the critics
in the industry - with it’s newer identity tube shaping and overall increased
aero properties it has bridged the gap between traditional light weight race
and aero frame styles.

The Advanced SL0 took the title in the ‘Best Super Bike of The Year’ in
Cycling Plus & Bike Radar’s category, announced in the 380 issue. Being
described as “Dream machine with exquisite handling and brutally fast
acceleration”.

Awards and Reviews:
Cycling Weekly tester Vern Pitt reported “The TCR has a devout
following among a group of people who value its total
devotion to being fast, racy and light.” and awarded it
‘Editors Choice’ in December 2020

The nineth generation TCR has won four awards to date of writing this
edition, which clearly shows the remastering was a success !

The Advanced Pro Disc took Road.CC’s Bike of The
Year which was announced in January 2021 and
described it as - “a lively performer that responds well
as you increase the power. Press hard on the pedals and
very little of your effort is lost. It feels solid and offers
rapid acceleration, while climbing remains a real
strength.”

We look forward to seeing the new colours
released for the 2022 season, which usually
launches for around September !

Stephen,
Stephen_TheCyclist [

Free Guided Rides for New and Returning Bike Riders
If you want to cycle more but are looking for adventure without the admin, HSBC UK Guided Rides are for you. All you have to do is bring your bike and pedal. Our Ride Leaders do the
rest.
It’s easy. It’s free. And it’s a fantastic day out for the whole family, with friends, or just on your own. You’ll meet new people, improve your fitness, and get more confident on your bike.
If you are new to cycling or returning to cycling and want to improve your confidence, or maybe you just want to discover new routes without the hastle of checking out local maps, then here
in Swindon we have a team of volunteers eager to take you on a British Cycling HSBC Guided ride. This summer our emphasis really is on short, often traffic free rides that are designed to
help get more people cycling; No one gets left behind on our rides, so no matter what bike you ride or how fit you are you will be made welcome on our rides. There will be lots of rides in
Swindon’s “Summer of Cycling”. It’s really easy to find a ride and sign up; just go to letsride.co.uk and put “Swindon” into the find a ride search box.
All our leaders have been specially trained by British Cycling and have a first aid qualification. All
rides are risk assessed and carried out in a covid secure way. Guided rides really are a great way to discover the joys of cycling and what Swindon has to offer.

ma balade à vèlo en france
When I started cycling in 1949 with the Wheelers we were
often asked “Have you ridden in the TDF?”
“No” - we used to sarcastically replied; “Have
you played football at Wembley?”…

We teamed up with 5 riders of the ‘Glendene CC’ in a chain-gang behind a motor
scooter - near the finishing area the Gendarmarie stopped the scooter
but let us through only to ride through the wrong side of the
‘finishing arch’. 500m of climbing we were politely escorted away
- tear gas or tasers were NOT used I’m happy to say!

Now, I’m able to actually answer the question with a yes, but
more of that later in the article. In those days and for many
years, the TDF had little mentions in the media. Cycling wasn’t
the main sport and therefore gained very little coverage - you
needed to look in specific cycling related publications, it wasn’t
like today - there were no dedicated podcasts, TV shows or social
media outlets making every moment of the racing accessible. The
cycling publications gained their information from the sought after
French magazines and we gradually built and pieced the race history.

At the Rouen start, we had managed to get quite close to the start
ramp - we had noticed a member of the media team or a journalist
had parked on the footpath crossing the bridge of the Seine, leaving
minimal space for pedestrians to pass next to the barriers.
Spectators took matters in their own hands, and we witnessed
people literally climbing and walking over this chap’s car. A sense
of Sacrebleu was in the air when the owner of the car returned and
evaluated the level of damage to his bonnet.

In 1953, whilst doing my National Service as a fighter plotter with the RAF, I
cycled with two friends, Roger Partridge and John Aldridge from Saint Malo to
the Pyrenees where we saw the Tour twice near Bordeaux, won by Louison Bobet.
Several years later, in fact within the last 5 years whilst attending a cycle jumble at
Compeigne, the start of the Paris Roubaix, I was lucky enough to purchase a copy
of Miroir-Sprint, the French cycling magazine which featured that first tour I’d
seen in 1953 - At Compeigne through the persuasive offices of Paul Ashman, I
got an opportunity to meet Raymond Poulidor and Christian Prudhomme.
I’ve been fortunate to see the Prologue in four countries; London, Dublin, Rouen
and Liege - the ‘Prologue’ is the start, send off of the Tour De France. I’ve also
played my part as a road side spectator, spurring on the riders as they pass - most
recently at L’Iseran in 2019 and also Alpe de Huez in 2018.
One of the most memorable times, in Normandy riding with Andy Strictland of
the Corinium CC, we managed to ride along one of the routes just before they had
closed it to the public, but with spectators lining the roads to get their spots well in
advance of the pro’s making their pass through we climbed up with the cheers and
watchful eyes of the spectators!

I can recall, 1998 finding myself in Waterford - Ireland, for the Grand Depart
with Alan Norwood of Corinium CC and our wives being hosted for dinner at a
local Farmhouse, after chatting to the farmer who was also watching the tour
where we drank - ate and got a show of local Irish dancers - Feels of the Tour
infused with amazing Irish Hospitality at its best!
When the tour started in Liege, in 2012, we had a motor home and travelled over
to Huy and climbed the Mur. We travelled across to the Prologue, using local
transport and only bumped into our friends from home Keith Sheridan & Simon
Styles as we were walking around the event start. The
next day my good friend Ken Smith and I cycled
along the riverside cycle path to a bridge to see the
tour as it passed another direction and also saw a
bicycle band and then the junior race.
The ‘caravan’ passed by giving out freebies, then a
break away group, after that the main peloton and
finally a few stragglers. OK, we thought to cross the
main bridge, to join the festivities at a village on the
other bank. We started crossing on our bikes, we loud
honks from cars were heard and five or six riders in
the race huddled passed us, we did not try to out
sprint them for the village sign.
So no when people ask, I can say Yes - I have ridden in the Tour and watched it
many times!
“The Saturday Boy”
-Denis Hedges

ALL NEW LANGMA
IN STORE FOR MORE DETAILS

This article will focus on choosing the type of bike (or frame) when choosing
for road characteristics.
As I don’t know much about MTB, I will only be looking at road bikes with a
small exception for gravel and cyclocross bikes as they make great alternatives
– efficient on the road but also allow for off-road excursions.
The types of Bikes
Firstly, we need to clearly define their names. We will then be using the same
vocabulary and won’t get confused.
• Race (also called lightweight or climbing)
• Aero
• Endurance (or sportive)
• Time trial (TT) / Triathlon - slight difference
detailed later
• Gravel
• Cyclocross (CX)
• Touring
• Commuter / Hybrid
Now that we have this list of 8 different type of bikes – who
would have thought of that many types? Go back a few years
and the choice was road or mountain bike – at least the decision was much
easier.
Right, let’s dive into each of them one by one to clarify the differences.
Race bike – also called lightweight or climbing bike
If you have ever watched a cycling event on tv, chances are you have seen this
type of bike. Every pro cyclist in the peloton rides one and is referred as a
“superbike”, just the name makes me want to get one!
Those bikes are designed with two words in mind: weight – or should I say
“lack of weight” – and stiffness. With those bikes, it is a constant war between
the manufacturers to have the lightest and stiffest bike. You will often hear
about the weight and the stiffness-to-weight ratio of the frame.
Why would you choose a race bike? Because they look and are cool, full stop.
If the pros ride them then you can’t go wrong, can you? Joke aside, they are
race machines. Even if great progress has been made in comfort, it is not
where they shine. Everything is made with racing in mind. The riding position
is really aggressive: long reach and low stack (just know that the handlebar is
far and low) and this won’t suit everybody. If you want to cruise and enjoy a
relaxing ride, you may want to consider another type of bike.
Aero bike
Nowadays, “aero” is a word becoming more present with the race bikes. Over
the last few years, many brands have been releasing more aerodynamic race
bikes. The difference between a race bike and an aero bike is more and more
subtle.
Some brands are even discontinuing their aero bikes – they claim their race
bike is so light and aero that the pure aero bike is now redundant.

An aero bike is a race bike with a slight twist. First, don’t expect comfort! It is
actually worse than a race bike and is also heavier. Then why would you buy
one? Simply because it is fast! Aero stands for aerodynamic. To put it in simple
terms, you take a race bike, put it in a wind tunnel and make changes (often
from TT bikes) to cut through the wind. This results in chunkier tubes
bringing the extra weight we mentioned previously and also a higher stiffness
– hence less comfort.
Take this bike on a smooth/flat road and you will be flying!
Endurance bike – or Sportive bike
As the name suggest, these bikes are for long-distance riding and
the emphasis is on comfort. There we are, finally a bike which is
not solely focussed on speed and efficiency but instead brings the
rider some comfort. The main change is on the rider’s position.
The more relax and upright position makes it more comfortable
and easier to keep for many hours.
As for the race and aero bikes, the progress made to date is
impressive and the endurance bikes have had great improvements.
They are lighter and more aero than they have ever been. Even if
those bikes are not as aero as the aero bikes nor as light as the race bikes, the
difference is really small and this makes them a really good option for most of
us.
Time Trial (TT) and Triathlon bikes
They are the Formula One of the cycling world. If you want to go as fast as
you possibly can then this is your bike. I would recommend to stick to flat road
though – it is not made to climb, especially the likes of Alpe d’Huez. Those aero
features really penalise them on the scale.
Although those two types are grouped together, be aware, a triathlon bike is
unlikely to be UCI legal. This means that the bike will not be allowed to enter
many races and sportives. Triathlon races are not under UCI regulations and
they have more freedom on the designs.
Like the aero and the race bikes, it’s all about being the first to the line. Again,
comfort is not a priority. You are back to a stiff frame with a low and far
cockpit.
Cyclocross bikes (CX)
A cyclocross bike has a lot in common with a gravel bike in the type of terrain
it can tackle. The comparison stops here. Where the gravel bike is more like
an endurance bike with off-road capabilities, a CX bike is a race bike with
mountain bike properties.
Another unique feature of this category of bike is the big main triangle on the
frame. In this category, you won’t see a drop-down top tube – this is because
during a cyclocross event, you will have many times where you will need to
come off the bike and carry it, usually on your shoulder – hence the wide
triangle to give plenty of space to fit your shoulder in…

The CX category used to get many customers wanting a do-it-all bike. This is now being questioned with the emergence of the gravel bikes. Nowadays a CX
bike is mostly used for cyclocross events. If you can’t decide between road and mud and want to ride both (during the same ride) at high pace then this is
your category.

Commuter and Hybrid bikes

Even if they are different categories and each one brings pros and cons, they can be grouped for the main features. They are both made from a road bike
frame and geometry but may come with a drop down handlebars or a flat bar. the choice is yours. You can benefit from the road bike speed while having a
more comfortable upright position. They won’t allow as much load-carrying as a touring bike but it will be more than enough for your daily commute. The
point is to let your bike carry the weight, not your back.
What to take away
To help you visualise the main differences between each category, I made the table below. This table provides a rating from 1 to 5 with 1 being less suited and
5 being the best suited for the mentioned feature.
It is obviously a personal opinion and can be widely discussed but it is a base to spot what each category is suited for or not. The point is to make sure you
buy the bike which suits your requirements and future adventures (for example, don’t buy a TT bike to sign up for a cyclocross race).
*TT/Triathlon and racing: be aware that the score can go from 1 to 5 here. If you sign up for a triathlon event then it is the best – hence the 5 – but if you
want to race in a race ruled by the UCI (like a time trial race), the bike may not be allowed – make sure it is UCI legal if you plan on taking parts a cycling/
racing events. For a sportive or other racing event with climbs and not so smooth roads, it won’t be the best option either.
*Cyclocross and racing: if you want to sign up for cyclocross racing then go for this category, no doubts. If it is for recreational riding or not so much race/
speed focussed then you may want to look for another type.

Romain, @TheFrenchCyclist
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Race

Aero

Endurance

TT/Tri

(2021 Giant TCR)

(2021 Giant Propel)

(2021 Giant Defy)

(2021 Giant Trinity)

Gravel

Cyclocross

Hybrid / Commute

E-bike

(2021 Giant Revolt)

(2021 Giant TCX)

(2021 Giant Escape City)

(2021 Giant FastRoad-E)

GET THE MOTIVATION TO CHANGE YOUR ROUTINE
Forget “motivation” and rely on “routine”…

As we are now in summer, it is time to make most of these long
warm days to clock as many miles as possible. As we all know,
motivation doesn’t last and in this article we will be focusing on
setting up a routine.
Firstly, what are ‘motivation’ and ‘routine’?
Motivation is what I would link to
‘willpower’. It is this internal
conversation happening inside
your brain where a little voice is
trying to “motivate” you to get up
and do something (probably long
overdue) while another little voice
is arguing that it can wait and that
the comfort of the sofa catching
up on your favourite series is
much more appealing.
Routine on the other end is
something you naturally do every
day. You have been doing it so
many time over the years that you can do it without even thinking
about it – it has become a habit.

• Spread the load on other days:
Going out twice a week doesn’t mean you forget about it for the
other 5 days of the week. Use many days during the week to do
some of the tasks related to your days out. For example, spend an
evening cleaning you bike, another one can be to do an health
check and adjust your bike (brakes, chain, gears,…). If you have
kids, why not make this an activity them? Another good trick is to
get your gears ready the day before: drop
your helmet, gloves, shoes,… by the front
door, the water bottle ready on the
worktop and your cycling kit by the bed
ready for you to jump in.

•Stick to this new routine until it becomes

a habit:
When you don’t think about it and even
start feeling bad if you can’t make it, you
have made it! This will take time, it won’t
be easy but once you are there, you have
won. Going out riding will not be a burden
anymore, it will be a needed part of your
weekly routine and will bring so many
benefits to your life.

Convert from motivation to routine
Just think of all the actions you do routinely every single day. Your
morning routine for example, making the coﬀee (or turning on the
kettle for the tea fans), toasting some bread, …Also, what sock do
you put-on first? Left, right? Check tomorrow and try the other foot
on the following day - I guarantee, it will not feel right. Keep going
through your day, you arrive in the car, you put on your seat belt,
start the car, … same when you arrive at work, come back from
work, have your shower, make dinner, go to bed. Have you just
realised how many actions you do throughout the day without
realising it and mainly doing the same thing every single day?
Does it mean we cannot change?
No it does not, There are few ways to make sure you can keep those We are creature of habits.
2020 has changed the life and habits of most of us. If you are now
resolutions going throughout the year by making it a routine - or a
working from home just think about all these new routines you have
habit. However, the process to get there needs to be carefully
put in place and how regular they are – did you realise this new
planned.
routine is already anchored in your brain?
While motivation alone will get fatigued from overuse and slowly
If you manage to convert your training into a habit, you will do it
fade, it is compulsory to get started. Without this initial motivation,
without thinking about it.
you will not achieve anything. You can imagine a process with the
steps below:
Willpower does not last this is the main issue. We see this every
year at the same time: 1st of January… This year I will go the gym, I
will start running, or many other New Year’s resolutions we have all
made and never really followed through.
Just think about this year, nearly 6 month in, are you still on track
with your resolutions?
Many studies have shown that willpower and motivation is unreliable
and will fail in the long run if used alone.

• Clearly define your resolution:
Ride twice a week - 15 miles on a weekday using 2 or 3 diﬀerent
loops you can work on getting faster and have a reference to
compare the data and 30 miles in the weekend with some friends
with a coﬀee stops in perfect. As you get faster, increase the
distance and enjoy more new roads.

• What is the aim – the target:

The morning is probably the part of the day where we all have our
regular habits and where it would be the easiest to setup new habits
in this routine.
Once you have added those steps to your routine, stick to it. This is
key! If you say (even once) “I can miss today, it will be fine” then it
won’t. If you give in just once then it will not work. Stick to the plan,
keep going with this routine until it becomes a habit. You will be
surprised how little time is required for this to take place.

Being healthier, loosing some of the weight that kept us warm during
Now you have all the keys to be successful in following those
the cold winter months or relieving some of the tension from the
daily life. Whatever the target is, make sure it is important enough to resolutions through and become the better you.
get you out of the door.

• Motivate yourself to start moving:
This is the hard bit as it involves “willpower” - just force
yourself! There is no secret or magic recipe. You have to
do it. You can however find some helps from your friends
and family. Tell them your plans, when you go out cycling,
how many miles you will do - challenge them or go out
with them. Being accountable will help finding the
motivation to get out - you don’t want to disappoint them,
do you? Lastly, remember your target it is why you started.

Upgrade Your Morning Routine

Sunday 11th July
The Hydra Ride

“THE HYDRA RIDE is a sportive style road cycle ride happening on
Sunday 11th July 2021.
Starting from Wood Street, in the heart of Swindon Old Town, a choice
of three routes all go south-east along rolling roads winding through
stunning countryside.
The Hydra 5, 7 and 9 offer challenge for riders of all abilities with
rewarding climbs and swift descents. ENJOY THE RIDE >”
You don’t have to travel too far, to ride organised events!

We’re really proud to be supporting the event and will be exhibiting on the
day!

There is some awesome events being organised locally, here we’ll give you a
bit of a run down of what they are, when they’re happening and how you Head to the website: www.thehydraride.co.uk
can get involved!

27th June

Spitfire Sportive - Hosted by Andy Smith Events

Sunday 15th August

The Castles Ride - Macmillian Cancer Support
The castles ride is into it’s 24th edition. The event raises money for the
Macmillan Nurses and over the years has raised over £6,000 per edition!

“After a very successful event last year we are pleased to announce the
Spitfire Sportive will return for 2021. Please join us on Sunday 27th
Hosted by Lew Lawton, head over to the website:
June for this fantastic sportive in the stunning Cotswolds. The start and
www.castlesbikeride.co.uk
finish is at the Supermarine Sports Club which bares the name of the
company that manufactured the Spitfire aircraft from 1941-44, here at the
South Marston site. This venue offers free car parking as well as changing, Saturday 11th September
toilet and refreshment facilities.
Team Swindon Cycles/Swindon Wheelers Hill Climb - Both sides of the
locally know hill - ‘Snap’. Long and steady, short and steep a real test of
The route has been designed by me, Andy Smith who has been cycling these hill climbing ability… Entry and details on cycling time trials website.
roads for the past 20 years, the routes have been chosen for their great
views, historic locations, superbly enjoyable cycling and for their varying
https://www.cyclingtimetrials.org.uk/race-details/21666
levels of challenge. Three routes available 100 mile,100km and 50km
which will take you through Wiltshire, Oxfordshire and Gloucestershire.”
Start time is 8am.
Head to ‘Andy Smith Events’ on facebook for more information and how
to enter!

